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Session 4: Mudra Workshop with Kevin 
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Introduction to Mudra 

A mudra is a symbolic or ritual gesture or pose in Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism. 
While some mudras involve the entire body, most are performed with the hands and 
fingers. 

Mudras are seals of subtle energy that have a profound effect on the physical and 
energetic body. They provide a powerful range of medicine for the mind, emotions, and 
body. Although mudras are mostly associated with sacred hand gestures. 

Mudras are used in sacred rituals throughout the world, they are a source of 
tremendous power, so it makes sense they are an essential part of the yoga tradition. 

In yoga, mudras are hand gestures used in conjunction with pranayama (yogic 
breathing exercises), and are generally done while seated in Padmasana, Sukhasana 
or Vajrasana pose. Mudras act to stimulate different parts of the body involved 
with breathing and to affect the flow of energy in the body and even one's mood. 

The practice of mudra can be done anywhere! While seated, standing, lying down, or 
even while walking. If you sit with a mudra for several minutes, you may notice a shift 
in your physical, emotional, and mental state of being.  

“Mudra is how we wake up the divinity of the body. Only divinity can wake up to 
divinity. Mudras represent a state of experience. They create a unity of our inner and 
outer world. Mudra changes the body by re-wiring our energy channels.” — Swami 
Chetanananda 

A mudra practice involves more than just hand gestures. It is a yogic practice which 
brings together mind, intention, energy and invokes a feeling of stillness and 
contentment. 

-Mudras assist us with our emotional state and mental clarity.  



 



Raising Our Vibration-Rituals Mudras and the Elements 
 
Panchamahbhutas: Five Great Elements Pancha: " Five" Maha: " Great" Bhuta: " 
Element” 

There is a direct relationship between the mudras and the five elements within the 
body. The ancient Indian rishis (seers) observed how all of the elements of life are 
represented in our fingers. The elements are communicated in various ways through 
mudras. With mudra, we have a direct connection to our energy body and can learn 
how to enhance our vitality in body, mind, and heart. 

Elements in the Hands 
 
Thumb: Fire/Agni: energetic, passionate self; boosts confidence and inner-strength 

Index Finger: Air/Vayu: mental realm and joy of heart; encourages freedom, joy, and 
stress relief 

Middle Finger: Ether/Akasha: integrated self; freedom, spaciousness, inner peace, 
self-expression, and creativity 

Ring Finger: Earth/Prithivi: physical body; rooting, nourishing, anchoring, grounding, 
and stabilizing 

Little Finger: Water/Ap: emotional body, enhances health, and capacity to move forward 

Through the combination of the elements with mudra, there are different impacts: 

• Thumb to tip of finger to stabilize the element. 
 
Thumb to back of fingernail or knuckle to decrease the elemental influence. 

• Thumb to base of finger to stimulate the element. 
 
Palm of the hand connects with the mind: increasing concentration and clarity. 

• Palms up: open to receive inspiration and energy 
 
• Palms down: receiving a grounding and calming effect 

 
According to the yoga tradition, the middle finger, ring, and pinky finger represent the 
three classic qualities of all of nature (the Three Gunas). 



The middle finger symbolizes sattva (purity, wisdom and illumination), the ring finger 
rajas (action, passion and chaos) and the pinky finger tamas (inertia, lethargy and 
darkness). 

 
 



WE ALSO USE THESE MUDRAS FOR PHYSICAL HEALING 

Prana mudra-eyes 
 
Join the tip of the thumb to the tip of the little finger and the ring finger while keeping 
the other fingers straight. 

PUSHAN MUDRA-Digestion 
 
Press the tips of the index and middle fingers to the tip of the thumb. The ring and 
little fingers remain outstretched, the palm facing up. 

Meditation—Chin mudra (Palm up) Jnana Mudra(Palm down) 

Palming 

Pranayama-Vishnu mudra Pratyahara—Shamaki Mudra 

Chakra Mudra Grounding sequence with Snatam Kaurj 
 

Over the past few years, there has been scientific evidence that these energy-channeling 
movements help to increase physical functions of the body. The use of mudras, in the 
practice of yoga are a powerful tool for self-care and empowerment. With yoga the 
intention is to draw oneself inward. Mudras allow us to go inward and recharge our 
energy levels. Myth opens the mind and generates new insight. Mantra clears the way, 
heals the heart, and frees the mind. Mudra recalibrates the subtle body and connects the 
elemental energies of yoga. Magic comes to life in this soulful journey. 

 
Mudras 

SA TA NA MA Peace Begins with Me Fearless Heart Ganesha 

Yoni 
Akasha 
Kali Anjali-giving and receiving 

 
Hakini mudra-3rd eye-mudra for the mind. Embrace the all-encompassing universe that 
we reside in. 

Bhumi Sparsha Mudra -Touch the Earth—bare witness Sankalpa 

The left palm up is receptive to our primal nature and must cross through the 
threshold of the heart for courage to reach the right thigh. 



 

Right hand down invokes Lakshmi: Manifestation of radiance and beauty. 

Lakshmi is the Goddess of inner-radiance and the beauty of manifestation. The right-
hand grounds down into the open palm of the left hand. This creates an anchor for 
the manifesting current. 

Both hands together invoke Saraswati: Artistic weaving of raw power and radiant 
beauty. 
Saraswati represents the weaving of heart, mind, and body. When the two hands 
come together, they hold both strength and beauty. Primal power and radiant beauty 
come together in perfect. 

Mudra flow with Lokah Mudra flow-untying knots in heart Vajrapradama. 

Take the forefingers and interlace them at the top knuckles. Open the palms of the 
hands in towards the heart. Place the hands over the chest. Stretch the fire thumbs 
up. Builds self-confidence to wield the mythic thunderbolt and helps the spiritual 
aspirant to rise in the face of self-doubt. 



Stand up 

Rise in your power Now is the time for Dharma Mudras help bring 

physical healing. 

         Reference book and PDF Copy
 

         Summary: Importance of Mudras 
• They are switch boards of the body to regulate  

            energy flows 
• They are windows of SPIRITUALITY 
• They balance the five elements of FIRE, AIR, 

            SPACE, EARTH, and WATER. 
• They develop immunity and purify nerves. 
• They energize the body and mind, by removing all 

            impediments. 
• They benefit mental, physical, and spiritual levels,  

           which no medicine can do. 
• They affect all glands of the body and regulate their hormonal activity. 
• They affect all seven Chakras, and through these Chakras, they affect body, mind 

and soul magically.  
 
https://www.thehansindia.com/posts/index/Life-Style/2016-06-14/Mudra-Science-Get-cured-

without-side-effects/235037 

https://www.thehansindia.com/posts/index/Life-Style/2016-06-14/Mudra-Science-Get-cured-without-side-effects/235037
https://www.thehansindia.com/posts/index/Life-Style/2016-06-14/Mudra-Science-Get-cured-without-side-effects/235037
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